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ABSTRACT
In Montero-Dorta et al. 2017, we show that luminous red galaxies (LRGs) from the
SDSS-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) at z ∼ 0.55 can be di-
vided into two groups based on their star formation histories. So-called fast-growing
LRGs assemble 80% of their stellar mass at z ∼ 5, whereas slow-growing LRGs
reach the same evolutionary state at z ∼ 1.5. We further demonstrate that these
two subpopulations present significantly different clustering properties on scales of
∼ 1 − 30Mpc. Here, we measure the mean halo mass of each subsample using the
galaxy-galaxy lensing technique, in the ∼ 190 deg2 overlap of the LRG catalogue and
the CS82 and CFHTLenS shear catalogues. We show that fast- and slow-growing
LRGs have similar lensing profiles, which implies that they live in haloes of similar
mass: log
(
M fasthalo/h
−1M
)
= 12.85+0.16−0.26 and log
(
M slowhalo /h
−1M
)
= 12.92+0.16−0.22. This
result, combined with the clustering difference, suggests the existence of galaxy as-
sembly bias, although the effect is too subtle to be definitively proven given the errors
on our current weak-lensing measurement. We show that this can soon be achieved
with upcoming surveys like DES.
Key words: Cosmology, Lensing, Galaxy evolution
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clustering has been shown to depend on different
galaxy properties such as stellar mass, luminosity, colour or
star formation rate (e.g Coil et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2013; Coil
et al. 2017). Currently, this dependence is theoretically ex-
plained through halo occupation distribution or halo abun-
dance matching modeling, as resulting from the variations
of two underlying factors, the halo mass and the satellite
fraction of the studied galaxy sample (Zehavi et al. 2011;
Rodr´ıguez-Torres et al. 2016).
However, results from cosmological simulations show
that halo clustering not only depends on halo mass, but
also on the accretion history of haloes. At fixed halo mass,
haloes that assemble earlier are found to be more tightly
? E-mail: anna.niemiec@lam.fr
clustered than those that assemble at later times, an effect
known as halo assembly bias (see e.g. Gao, Springel & White
2005; Wechsler et al. 2006; Gao & White 2007; Wang et al.
2011; Sunayama et al. 2016). On the observational side, some
studies have used galaxy distributions as tracers for the halo
properties to detect halo assembly bias, but the results are
still highly debated (Miyatake et al. 2016; More et al. 2016;
Zu et al. 2017; Busch & White 2017; Dvornik et al. 2017). A
complementary question is whether such dependence of the
galaxy clustering signal on a secondary galaxy property, not
related to halo mass, can be found. This effect, which we
refer to as galaxy assembly bias, has not been solved either
(Yang, Mo & van den Bosch 2006; Zentner, Hearin & van
den Bosch 2014; Lin et al. 2016). If the secondary galaxy
property can be shown to correlate with the halo formation
history, the galaxy assembly bias would be a manifestation
of the halo assembly bias.
c© 2018 RAS
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In Montero-Dorta et al. (2017) we measured the star
formation histories (SFH) of luminous red galaxies (LRGs).
We found that LRGs can be divided into two different
types according to their SFH: fast-growing LRGs assemble
80% of their stellar mass very early on (z ∼ 5), whereas
slow-growing LRGs reach the same evolutionary state at
z ∼ 1.5. These two different evolutionary paths result in
very similar populations of massive quiescent galaxies at
z ∼ 0.55, with no significant difference in their stellar mass
distributions. However, the clustering analysis presented in
Montero-Dorta et al. (2017) shows that the clustering am-
plitude between the two population differs by around 20%
in scales between ∼ 1 and 30 Mpc, with fast-growing LRGs
being more strongly clustered than their slow-growing coun-
terparts. This difference in the clustering properties at large
scale, combined with a similar stellar mass distribution for
the two populations is what motivates the work presented
here. We compare the measured galaxy-galaxy lensing pro-
files of the two samples to determine whether the clustering
difference can be explained by the two populations living
in haloes of different masses, or if it should be attributed
to a secondary property traced by the SFH, which would
therefore be an evidence of galaxy assembly bias.
This letter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the slow and fast-growing LRG samples, and
the CS82 and CFHTLenS shear catalogues. In Section
3 we describe the lensing measurement results. In Sec-
tion 4 we describe the halo model used to fit the data
and the halo masses obtained. We discuss our results
and conclude in Section 5. Throughout this letter we as-
sume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with (ΩM,ΩΛ, h, σ8, w) =
(0.307, 0.693, 0.678, 0.823,−1) (Planck Collaboration et al.
2014), consistently with Montero-Dorta et al. (2017). When
relevant, the dependence on h is clearly stated.
2 DATA
2.1 The LRG catalogue
In this work, we use the same LRG catalogue employed in
Montero-Dorta et al. (2017). The catalogue was extracted
from the BOSS CMASS (for ”Constant MASS”) sample of
the Twelfth Data Release of the SDSS (DR12, Alam et al.
2015). From the parent CMASS sample, we selected galaxies
in the redshift range 0.5 < z < 0.6 to maximize stellar-mass
completeness and minimize selection effects, and applied a
colour cut g− i > 2.35 to remove blue objects from the sam-
ple. The resulting sample represents a homogeneous popu-
lation of quenched massive galaxies with M∗ > 1011M at
mean redshift z = 0.55, containing 305,741 galaxies over a
total area of 9, 376 deg2.
In Montero-Dorta et al. (2017), the LRG catalog is split
into two subsamples based on the SFHs, which are mea-
sured using the Starlight code (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005).
The slow-growing LRG subsample contains galaxies with
star formation rate at 3 Gyr galaxy-frame look-back time1
greater than 2 Myr−1. The fast-growing LRG subsample
is comprised by galaxies that are already quiescent at this
1 Measured from redshift z = 0.55, i.e. t = 5.5 Gyr.
time (SFR < 2 Myr−1). In this work we measure the weak
lensing signal for these two samples.
2.2 The shear catalogues
We measure the LRG halo masses on the overlap
between the BOSS survey and two imaging surveys,
CFHT/MegaCam Stripe 82 (CS82) and CFHTLenS.
The CS82 Survey (Moraes et al. 2014) imaged the
173 deg2 (129 deg2 after masking) of the SDSS Stripe 82 re-
gion in the optical i-band down to magnitude 24.1. The red-
shift for the galaxies were measured in Bundy et al. (2015)
using the BPZ algorithm (Ben´ıtez 2000) on the ugriz bands
from SDSS data. The galaxy shapes used to construct the
shear catalogue were measured by the CS82 collaboration
(Shan et al. 2017) using lensfit (Miller et al. 2013).
The CFHTLenS survey (Heymans et al. 2012) cov-
ers 154 deg2 (146.5 deg2 after masking) in the u*g’r’i’z’
bands, and is based on data from the CFHT Legacy Sur-
vey. The redshifts and galaxy shapes are measured by the
CFHTLenS collaboration using BPZ (Hildebrandt et al.
2012) and lensfit (Miller et al. 2013), respectively.
For both catalogues we select galaxies with mask 6 1,
star flag = 0, fitclass = 0, z < 1.3 and weight > 0, as
described in Niemiec et al. (2017). After these cuts, the effec-
tive weighted source density neff =
1
Ω
(
∑
wi)
2∑
w2i
, where Ω is the
total effective area and wi the lensfit weights of the galax-
ies (Heymans et al. 2012), is neff = 6.7 galaxies/arcmin
2
for the CS82 catalogue and neff = 10.7 galaxies/arcmin
2
for CFHTLenS. The total overlapping region between our
BOSS LRG sample and the shear catalogues covers around
190 deg2 and contains 6,972 LRGs (3,356 fast- and 3,616
slow-growing).
3 LENSING MEASUREMENT
Galaxy-galaxy lensing is a powerful tool to measure the pro-
jected mass density surrounding galaxies, independently of
the type or dynamical state of matter. Since the first de-
tection in Brainerd, Blandford & Smail (1996), it has been
successfully used in many studies to constrain the galaxy-
halo connection, by allowing the measurement of the mass
of dark matter haloes (e.g. Velander et al. 2014; van Uitert
et al. 2016; Leauthaud et al. 2017). This measurement is
statistical in nature, as only the lensing signal stacked over
an important number of lens galaxies can be detected. In
this work, we compare the mean lensing signal computed
for fast- and slow-growing LRGs.
The galaxy-galaxy lensing observable is the excess sur-
face mass density profile ∆Σ(R), expressed in comoving
units as a function of the projected distance R to the cen-
tre of the stacked lenses. This quantity can be expressed in
terms of the surface mass density of the lens Σ as
∆Σ(R) = Σ¯(< R)− Σ¯(R), (1)
where Σ¯(R) and Σ¯(< R) are the surface density averaged
respectively on a circle and on a disk of radius R centered
on the lens. The excess surface mass density profile is related
to the tangential shear γt as:
∆Σ(R) = Σcritγt(R), (2)
c© 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 1. The left panel presents the lensing signal profile mea-
sured for the full LRG sample. In the right panel, results for fast-
and slow-growing LRGs are shown in orange and cyan, respec-
tively. Errors are computed using a block bootstrap on the data.
where Σcrit is the critical surface density, expressed in co-
moving units as:
Σcrit =
c2
4piG
Ds
DlDls
1
(1 + zl)2
. (3)
Ds and Dl are the angular diameter distances respectively
to the source and to the lens, Dls is the distance between
the lens and the source, and zl is the redshift of the lens.
In practice, ∆Σ(R) is measured by stacking the signal of
each lens-source pairs in 8 logarithmic radial bins from 0.03
to 3h−1Mpc. To account for the errors on the shape mea-
surement, we need to include the inverse variance weight
factor ws (Heymans et al. 2012). Also a multiplicative cal-
ibration factor m needs to be applied to the measured sig-
nal in a statistical way (Miller et al. 2013), which gives a
corrected lensing signal measured as described in equations
17-19 in Niemiec et al. (2017). To ensure that the sources
are in the background compared to the lenses, we use only
lens-source pairs with zsource > zlens + z
err
lens + z
err
source. We
compute covariance matrices with a block bootstrap on the
data: we divide the field in blocks, and the lensing signal
is measured on the resampled blocks to estimate the vari-
ance of the measurement. We compute the lensing signal for
the different LRG samples (full sample, slow-growing, fast-
growing), using a modified version of the athena2 software,
a 2d-tree code estimating second-order correlation functions
from input galaxy catalogues.
Figure 1 displays the excess surface mass density pro-
file for the full LRG sample (left), and the fast- and slow-
growing LRG subsamples (right). The error bars are esti-
mated from the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix ob-
tained using the block bootstrap. Figure 1 shows that the
two LRG populations have similar excess surface mass den-
sity profiles, compatible within one sigma. In the next sec-
tion, we fit a halo model to these measurements to obtain
and compare halo masses for fast- and slow-growing LRGs.
2 http://www.cosmostat.org/software/athena/
4 THE HALO MASS OF LRGS
In order to extract halo masses from the measured lensing
signal, we need to model the observed projected mass den-
sity. In the halo model formalism, dark matter is assumed
to be bound in haloes of different masses. In this view, the
dark matter distribution surrounding the lens galaxy can be
decomposed into three terms: the (sub)halo surrounding the
galaxy (1h term), the host halo if the galaxy is a satellite in
a group or cluster (host term), and the neighbouring haloes
(2h term). Adding the contribution from the stars in the
galaxy, the excess surface mass density profile can be mod-
eled as (see also Cooray & Sheth 2002; Gillis et al. 2013):
∆Σ = ∆Σstars + ∆Σ1h + fsat∆Σhost + ∆Σ2h, (4)
where ∆Σ1h = (1− fsat)∆Σcen1h + fsat∆Σsub1h . We model the
two 1h terms (for centrals and satellites) with NFW den-
sity profiles parametrized by a mass Mhalo, but use different
mass-concentration relations: the total mass selected rela-
tion from Klypin et al. (2016) for centrals3 and the relation
from Pastor Mira et al. (2011) for satellites to account for
tidal stripping. We model the stars as a point source term
with mass equal to the median stellar mass of the sample,
and the host halo term as in Niemiec et al. (2017), with the
difference that in this case the spatial distribution of satellite
galaxies within their host haloes is unknown. We therefore
assume that satellite galaxies follow the dark matter dis-
tribution, but with a lower concentration (Budzynski et al.
2012; Wojtak & Mamon 2013). We express P (Rs), i.e. the
probability for a satellite to be located at a distance Rs from
the centre of its host cluster (see equation 9 in Niemiec et al.
2017), as a NFW profile with concentration csat = 2.5
4. The
2h-term is as in Niemiec et al. (2017). All the quantities are
expressed in comoving units.
The full model has three free parameters, the halo mass,
Mhalo, the host mass, Mhost, and the satellite fraction, fsat.
In our fiducial model, we reduce the number of free parame-
ters by fixing the value of the satellite fraction at fsat = 0.1
(Rodr´ıguez-Torres et al. 2016).
We obtain the best-fit parameters and the credible in-
tervals through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method using emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) which
is a Python implementation of an affine invariant MCMC
ensemble sampler. We define the likelihood L as:
L = 1√
2pi|C| exp(−
1
2
(Xobs −Xmod)TC−1(Xobs −Xmod))
(5)
where Xobs are the measurements in the 8 radial bins, Xmod
the corresponding model predictions, and C the covariance
matrix from the block bootstrap. We assume flat and broad
priors, such as: Mhalo ∈ [10; 13.5] and Mhost ∈ [13.5; 16].
The best-fit models (solid lines) along with the 68%
credible intervals (shaded area) for the two samples are
presented in Figure 2, where the lensing measurements are
3 We verify on the full-sample that using other c −M relations
(Dutton & Maccio` 2014; Shan et al. 2017) does not change our
results.
4 We tried fixing alternatively csat = 5 and 7.5 for the full sample
and found no significant variation in the result, showing that with
the current statistical uncertainties the halo masses are robust
with respect to the choice of csat.
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Figure 2. Lensing signal for the fast- (left panel) and slow-growing (right panel) LRGs, with the best fit model (solid blue line) and
68% confidence interval (blue surface). The four terms of the model are also shown.
also provided for comparison. We plot the four terms of the
model in different dashed and dotted lines. We list in Table
1 the best-fit parameters and 68% credible intervals for the
fiducial model, described by the 16th and 84th percentile of
the posterior probability distribution. We also show in Fig-
ure 3 the joint 2D and marginalized 1D posterior probability
distributions for the two parameters Mhalo and Mhost.
We find that the two LRG populations live in haloes
of very similar mass: log
(
M fasthalo/h
−1M
)
= 12.85+0.16−0.26 and
log
(
M slowhalo /h
−1M
)
= 12.92+0.16−0.22, respectively. For the host
halo term, we obtain a typical mass Mhost ∼ 1014M, which
is in broad agreement with the BOSS CMASS clustering
results such as Rodr´ıguez-Torres et al. (2016). However, we
note that the halo mass obtained in the 1h term is lower than
predicted by clustering analyses, which has been thoroughly
discussed in Leauthaud et al. (2017), but which does not
affect our conclusions.
As an alternative fit, we also allow for the satellite
fraction fsat to vary between 0 and 1. As expected, the
fsat and Mhost parameters are degenerate, as a low frac-
tion of satellites living in massive host haloes will give a
similar lensing signal as a larger fraction living in less mas-
sive hosts. We still obtain values of fsat consistent with
0.1 although not very tightly constrained: f fastsat = 0.25
+0.27
−0.18
and f slowsat = 0.17
+0.28
−0.13. It is important to note that we
still obtain consistent values for the halo mass within rea-
sonable error bars: log
(
M fasthalo/h
−1M
)
= 12.68+0.27−0.53 and
log
(
M slowhalo /h
−1M
)
= 12.82+0.20−0.39.
We have also tried leaving the halo concentration pa-
rameter free, in addition to the halo and host mass, but the
current uncertainties on our measurements prevent us from
constraining the three parameters simultaneously.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The galaxy-galaxy weak lensing measurements presented in
this work for fast- and slow-growing LRGs show that the
two galaxy populations present very similar excess surface
mass density profiles. Fitting a halo model to these mea-
surements gives a similar mean halo mass for the samples,
with Mhalo ∼ 1013M. This result, together with the clus-
tering amplitude difference and the similarity in the stellar
mass distribution presented in Montero-Dorta et al. (2017),
suggest the existence of galaxy assembly bias.
However, using the bias-halo mass relation from Tinker
et al. (2010), we estimate that a 10% bias difference at b ' 2,
as reported in Montero-Dorta et al. (2017) among fast- and
slow-growing LRGs, corresponds to a halo mass difference
of only ∼ 0.15 dex. This small mass difference could not be
detected with the current size of error bars, and we there-
fore cannot definitively conclude to the evidence of galaxy
assembly bias. In order to measure such a weak difference in
halo mass, we should decrease our error bars by a factor of
∼ 5, which corresponds to an increase of the effective area
used in the lensing measurement of a factor of ∼ 25. Having
such shear catalogues covering ∼ 5000 deg2 should soon be
possible with surveys such as DES, which would allow to
settle the question.
Based on observations obtained with MegaPrime/MegaCam,
a joint project of CFHT and CEA/DAPNIA, at the Canada-
France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), which is operated by the Na-
tional Research Council (NRC) of Canada, the Institut National
des Science de l’Univers of the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS) of France, and the University of Hawaii.
The Brazilian partnership on CFHT is managed by the Labo-
rato´rio Nacional de Astrof´ısica (LNA). We thank the support of
the Laborato´rio Interinstitucional de e-Astronomia (LIneA). We
thank the CFHTLenS team. This work was granted access to
the HPC resources of Aix-Marseille Universite´ financed by the
project Equip@Meso (ANR-10-EQPX-29-01) of the program ”In-
vestissements d’Avenir” supervised by the Agence Nationale pour
la Recherche. EP is supported by MINECO grants AYA2016-
77846- P and AYA2014-57490-P and Junta de Andaluc´ıa P12-
FQM-2828. ADMD, FP and SRT are supported by MINECO
grant AYA2014-60641-C2-1-P. AMD acknowledges support from
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Nlenses < logM∗/M > < zl > log(Mhalo/h−1M) log(Mhost/h−1M)
Full sample 6972 11.66 0.55 12.94+0.11−0.12 14.15
+0.34
−0.37
Fast-growing 3356 11.68 0.55 12.85+0.17−0.22 14.24
+0.42
−0.45
Slow-growing 3616 11.63 0.55 12.94+0.16−0.19 14.23
+0.41
−0.44
Table 1. Description of the lens samples and best-fit parameters for the fiducial model.
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Figure 3. Joint 2-dimensional and marginalized 1-dimensional posterior probability distributions for our two parameters Mhalo and
Mhost for each of the three LRGs selections: full sample (left panel), fast-growing (middle panel) and slow-growing (left panel). Masses
are expressed in units of h−1M.
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